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Basic Skills -kick with instep
Posted by STLCoach - 07 Apr 2009 03:43

_____________________________________

The following is from Jeff Pill of the US Soccer National Coaching School. &quot;Start way back
with the basics;
Take off your shoe and sock. Sit on the floor, with both feet on the floor -knees inside your arms- start
by
kicking the ball out of your hands (like a punt). But, just do it lightly so that the ball only goes up about 2
feet or so. Make sure that your toe is pointed and that you keep your ankle locked.
Strike the ball with the laces part of the foot. If your ball goes up without any spin or with a little top spin
then you are doing it correctly. If the ball comes back towards your face then try again. Keep doing this
over and over it will develop a good feel for what it is like to hit the ball with your laces.
After you have managed that try hitting the ball twice with the foot. But, make sure that there is still a
proper spin ankle locked toe pointed.
When you get good control it is time to stand up.
Now, do the same thing.. kick the ball out of your hands (like a punt) but have the ball only go up in the
air about 6-7 feet high. Look for the ball going up with no spin again. Keep your foot in that good
position. Your knee needs to be slightly bent as well. Kick the ball straight up in the air. Again, you are
just
trying to get a good feel for the ball. The ball’s spin tells you if you are doing it correctly.
Then, try to do it with a bounce between each kick. But, still only have the ball go up about 6-7 feet high.
It is important that you do this with control instead of power. This is almost like juggling, but, let the ball
bounce each time. Then, can you do two touches (each one going up without backspin) between each
bounce?
Now progress where you are letting the ball bounce on the ground, then kick it to a friend or against
some wall. Still with bare feet! Make sure that you strike the ball when it is on the way down. Hit it with
your laces . Toe pointed, ankle locked. Now, the ball should have top spin and should not go higher
than your head. Keep working on this for MANY times. See if you can now work on accuracy and some
power. Again, you should be getting a real feel for the ball with your laces.
After you do this it is time to put your shoes back on and try from the ground again. See if there is any
improvement there should be. You should have a real feel for the ball by now! One warning this takes
time!!! Some players that I have worked with on this need a whole season to work things out. Practice
correctly!!! It is more important to practice perfectly than to kill yourself working frantically and too hard.
Take your time.
My last suggestion is to watch high level games. Watch how the real good players strike the ball. Watch
them, then try to copy them!&quot;
After they have mastered this skill have them focus on striking a still ball by
1. getting their instep thru the middle of the ball
2. follow thru with a low foot and come across in front of the other foot.
3. the support foot is up even with ball but aside from ball not right next to it.
CP: The instep is a part of the top of the foot where the inside lace holes are, usually the last 2-3
holes on the inside row.
============================================================================

BASICS -Enecourage this player to pass more
Posted by STLCoach - 09 Mar 2011 09:09
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_____________________________________

How can I encourage this player to pass more?
Hi Steve,
This is my first full season in charge of my son's U10 team.
Footy4kids has been an absolute Godsend to me. And it's nice to know that I'm not the only one with
problems!
In our last game there were four occasions when one of my players dribbled the ball from the back, past
a couple of players then had an option to pass the ball through to the frontline players who would have
had an excellent chance to score. But he chose to take on the last player each time, it was &quot;one
too many&quot;, and we lost possession.
I had a word with the player concerned at training, not to berate him but to encourage him to look at the
wider picture to see what is going on around him from a team perspective and not just in front of him.
He obviously took this on board as he was making absolutely brilliant passes through the other side's
defence after making great runs with the ball. He was picking out the front players and he appeared to
be enjoying his game more.
We have a big game this Saturday against the top of the group team, so hopefully he'll carry on the
same thought process for the game. Like I keep telling them all, it's not about the winning or losing, it's
about creating opportunities as a team, scoring goals as a team and enjoying your soccer as a team!
Wish me luck!
My answer
Many thanks for your feedback. I'm pleased that you're finding footy4kids useful!
You're always going to have occasions when a good ball player takes one risk too many and loses
possession. And it can be very frustrating to see good goalscoring chances going begging!
But you're approaching it in the right way. Praise good dribbling skills but also point out (to all your
players) that it's sometimes better to set someone else up to score than to score yourself.
But they might not agree with you without a bit of positive reinforcement.
So play a small-sided game where goals have to scored with a player's first touch. This encourages all
your players to reach goalscoring positions and it encourages your star dribblers to lift their heads up
and pass when they approach the goal.
You can progress by playing a &quot;normal&quot; game but awarding an extra point for assists, i.e.,
when a player sets up another to score.
In time, you will see more &quot;unselfish&quot; play and your team will score more goals. While you're
waiting, sit back and enjoy the dribbling!
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Best wishes,
============================================================================

Re: Basic Skills -BALL CONTROL SKILLS
Posted by STLCoach - 23 Jun 2011 08:39

_____________________________________

How to teach excellent ball control skills
The old saying &quot;start as you mean to go on&quot; is highly applicable to youth soccer coaching
and there's no better way to start with a group of youngsters than by teaching them good ball control
skills.
First steps
An age-appropriate warm-up (see newsletter 172 for some tips) can be followed by a small-sided
games that will give you the opportunity to watch for the following:
Control or no control?
The first decision your players need to make is whether they need to try to control the ball at all.
There might, for example, be a team mate better placed to receive the pass. If so, they should simply let
the ball go past them.
Get in line.
If the ball is to be controlled, the player needs to move so that their body is in line with the ball, i.e. the
ball is coming directly at them, not across their body.
Many young players omit to do this and they just hang out a foot, hoping that they will make contact with
the ball. Usually they miss and even if they do make contact, they are unlikely to be able to bring the ball
under control.
Choose the right part of the body.
While the inside of the foot is often the most appropriate surface, children should also be encouraged to
control a pass with their soles.
Using the sole of the foot, futsal style, has certain advantages. For one, the player doesn't have to look
down to see where the ball is – she can feel it under her feet. For another, it is easy to push the ball in
the direction the player wants to dribble, pass or shoot.
Of course, the ball doesn't have to be controlled with the foot at all. It might be more appropriate to use
the thigh, chest or head but with young players, the initial focus should be on developing excellent
control with the foot.
The ball is never trapped.
One trap [sic] that many soccer coaches fall into is to talk about &quot;trapping&quot; the ball with their
players.
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Even if it is controlled with the sole, a ball should never be trapped. It should be received with a view to
moving it on again as soon as possible and that's much easier to achieve if the ball doesn't become
stationary.
Softly, softly.
If the ball is controlled with the inside of the foot, (or any other part of the body), the chosen surface
should act like a cushion, not a wall. I tell my players their body needs to be like a sponge or a piece of
elastic as the ball arrives.
If the player's foot, thigh or chest isn't pulled back slightly as the ball makes contact it will bounce away
from them and possession will be lost.
Which way next?
The final piece of the ball control process is to decide what is going to happen after the ball has been
received and is under control.
Whether it is to be passed, dribbled or shot at goal, the ball should be gently moved in the direction it's
going to go with your player's first touch.
To be able to do that, young players need to get into the habit of scanning the pitch as the ball is coming
to them so they know, before the ball arrives, what they are going to do next.
A good way to practise this is ask your players to move around a grid and pass to each other... with the
condition that they must call the name of the player they're going to pass the ball to BEFORE they pass
it.
Next steps.
After you've watched your players in action and taken note of any faults with the way they receive or
pass the ball, you can plan your next coaching session accordingly.
============================================================================

Re: Basic Skills -SHIELDING
Posted by STLCoach - 05 Jul 2011 08:00

_____________________________________

How to teach key soccer skills: shielding the ball
Shielding the ball from an opponent is, perhaps, one of the most important skills you can teach your
players.
Young players need to know how to keep possession when under pressure. If they don't, they will panic
and kick the ball anywhere.
When should I start teaching children how to shield the ball?
If your players are aged seven and over they should definitely know how to stop an opponent muscling
them off the ball and even four and five-year-olds can be taught the basic principles.
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How to teach the technique.
First, demonstrate the technique with a willing volunteer.
Ask your volunteer stand about 10 yards away, pass you a ball then run towards you and try to get the
ball back.
Tip: control the ball with the sole of your foot. This makes it much easier to adjust your body while
keeping the ball under close control.
As the ball arrives, step over it so that one or both your legs are between the ball and the incoming
player.
The way you step over the ball is also important. Teach your players to turn towards support, not away
from it, and only turn towards the sideline if they intend to kick the ball into touch.
Once you have stepped over the ball, your knees should be bent and your feet should be about
shoulder-width apart to give you a stable base.
Tip: older players may be shown how to time their step over so that they make contact with their
opponent with their shoulder. A slight bump is all that is required.
Keep sideways on to the player who is putting on the pressure as this allows you to see what he or she
is doing. Avoid turning your back – it is much harder to keep the ball if you cannot see where your
opponent is.
The arm that is nearest your opponent should be tucked in and the other arm held out to aid balance.
Tip: do not encourage young players to fend off an opponent with their arm. This is illegal and the
referee will probably award a foul against you.
Keep adjusting your position relative to the movement of your opponent so that you stay sideways on
and your body is between the player and the ball.
How to practise the technique.
Now it's time for your players to practise in a 1v1 situation.
Two players stand opposite each other at opposite ends of a 10-yard square.
One player passes the ball to the other and, as in the demonstration above, immediately tries to get it
back.
Encourage the receiver to move towards the ball so that they get control of it in the centre of the grid.
Being trapped on the end line will make keeping the ball much harder.
The objective for the receiver is to keep possession for five seconds. If they succeed, they get a point. If
the other player manages to get the ball in less than five seconds, they get the point.
Play five rounds.
Progress by increasing the amount of time the shielding player has to keep the ball.
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Next steps
Allow your players to practise shielding the ball in a small-sided game.
Award a &quot;goal&quot; or a point to a player who can shield the ball for five or more seconds,
depending on the age of your players.
============================================================================

Re: Basic Skills -CREATING SPACE
Posted by STLCoach - 21 Jul 2011 08:46

_____________________________________

Create space to receive a pass
By creating space before receiving a pass a player will avoid immediate pressure, giving themselves
time to make good decisions with the ball and a chance to execute them.
What players should think about
Move away at an angle so the defender follows.
Cut back quickly into the space created, leaving the defender trailing.
Accelerate into space.
Move too soon or too late to receive the pass and the space might be closed down.
Communication - verbal, eye contact, movement.
Variation - attack the space behind the defender.

Set up an area 20 yards by 20 yards. Split your squad into teams of three, including one server, one
attacker and one defender.
How to play it
The forward takes up a position facing the server on the edge of the area, with a defender, who is
passive to begin with, marking behind. The forward creates space before receiving a pass from the
server. The practice ends with the forward in control of the ball.
Rotate the players so everyone practises being the forward.
How to develop it
Using the same area, put one server at each corner outside the playing area, with a ball each. The other
players pair up inside the playing area with one being the attacker and the other the defender.
The forward must break free of the defender, receive a ball from any server and play it back without
losing possession.
Progressions include the forward taking two or three touches before returning the ball, and returning the
ball to a different server.
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Be sure to rotate players.
Put it into a game situation
Play 2v2 in the same area, with a target player camped on opposite touch lines. A team wins a point for
moving the ball from one target player to the other without losing possession.
The opponents win possession by tackling or intercepting the ball, or if it goes out of play. Target
players can move along their line and should be rotated throughout.
============================================================================

Basic Skills Running with the Ball
Posted by STLCoach - 29 Feb 2012 09:38

_____________________________________

Running with the Ball
A topic I don’t see coaches cover very often is running with the ball. We all spend a good bit of time on
dribbling sessions but running with the ball is a different skill. When you’re dribbling the idea is to have
the ball close to your feet and under tight control. When you’re running with the ball you’re trying to take
space quickly so you get the ball out of your feet and run after it.
I’ve used this session with teams as young as U10. It’s been most effective as a progression from a
basic session that covers the technique of running with the ball properly.
Running with the Ball
Play 5 v 2 with the objective of keeping possession.
Pass the ball around and look for good movement off the ball and good communication.Can you split
the defenders and pass through the middle, so taking out two players with one pass?Can you run the
ball through the defenders?
coaching Points
• Decision making
• Be positive
• Good first touch
• Accelerate through the middle
Emphasize points of either passing through defenders, or by your movement, encouraging defenders to
come close to create space.
Play two 5 v 2 games of keep-away. Organize the players to make X amount of passes. Once
achieved, one player can run the ball across the middle area into zone B and start again.Work as a team
to get players to escape zone A.
Try to make a quick break. “A” zone players support escaping player by pushing up. “B” zone players
support escape player by spreading and using space. Escape players need to ensure they carry the ball
at speed and be composed to make the right decision when entering zone B.
Now introduce phase of play game. Play open game waiting for the ball to be fed into GK from wide
player A. As the ball is caught by GK, midfield players move to clear area in front of the defense
Defenders spread the width of the field, with wide players prepared to receive, central players also ready
to receive. As the ball comes from the GK’s left, they should bring the right back into action utilizing the
entire width of the pitch.
The worst case scenario would be 4 v 3, but normally be 4 v 2. Fullbacks look to run the ball into space
provided by midfield pushing on. Run with speed and keep head up as practiced in technique and skill
sessions.
Coaching Points
• Work on running with the ball; teammates creating space for their own players
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• Let players play and get the right attitude to run the ball into space
• Utilizing good technique – ball out of feet, balanced body, at speed, head up, awareness of options
• Let players gain confidence then talk about decision making when, where, how, why
• Keep asking open questions to assist the players’ understanding of the situation and develop their skill
============================================================================

lrlhttp://clpaschersoldes.info/ entrusts foldstool
Posted by detaPiell - 18 Mar 2013 11:19

_____________________________________
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